Organogenesis, the process by which organs develop from individual precursor stem cells, requires that the precursor cells proliferate, differentiate, and aggregate to form a functioning structure. This process progresses through changes in 4 dimensions: time and 3 dimensions of space-4D. Experimental analysis of organogenesis, by its nature, cuts the 4D developmental process into static, 2D histological images or into molecular or cellular markers and interactions with little or no spatial dimensionality and minimal dynamics. Understanding organogenesis requires integration of the piecemeal experimental data into a running, realistic and interactive 4D simulation that allows experimentation and hypothesis testing in silico. Here, we describe a fully executable, interactive, visual model for 4D simulation of organogenic development using the mouse pancreas as a representative case. Execution of the model provided a dynamic description of pancreas development, culminating in a structure that remarkably recapitulated morphologic features seen in the embryonic pancreas. In silico mutations in key signaling molecules resulted in altered patterning of the developing pancreas that were in general agreement with in vivo data. The modeling approach described here thus typifies a useful platform for studying organogenesis as a phenomenon in 4 dimensions.
Organogenesis, the process by which organs develop from individual precursor stem cells, requires that the precursor cells proliferate, differentiate, and aggregate to form a functioning structure. This process progresses through changes in 4 dimensions: time and 3 dimensions of space-4D. Experimental analysis of organogenesis, by its nature, cuts the 4D developmental process into static, 2D histological images or into molecular or cellular markers and interactions with little or no spatial dimensionality and minimal dynamics. Understanding organogenesis requires integration of the piecemeal experimental data into a running, realistic and interactive 4D simulation that allows experimentation and hypothesis testing in silico. Here, we describe a fully executable, interactive, visual model for 4D simulation of organogenic development using the mouse pancreas as a representative case. Execution of the model provided a dynamic description of pancreas development, culminating in a structure that remarkably recapitulated morphologic features seen in the embryonic pancreas. In silico mutations in key signaling molecules resulted in altered patterning of the developing pancreas that were in general agreement with in vivo data. The modeling approach described here thus typifies a useful platform for studying organogenesis as a phenomenon in 4 dimensions. 4D simulation ͉ computational biology ͉ pancreas ͉ development O rganogenesis and morphogenesis have been of interest to many scientists in different fields for a long time. Understanding organogenesis not only explains how biological systems are formed but can also offer insight into their evolution (e.g., the shape of a leaf is, in part, an adjustment to varying habitats). In this article, we present a generic approach to the realistic 4D modeling of organogenesis based on experimental data. Furthermore, we describe how we applied this approach to modeling pancreatic organogenesis.
Four-Dimensional Modeling
Organogenesis, the development of a functioning, anatomically specialized organ from a relatively small number of relatively undifferentiated precursor cells, is critically influenced by factors involving multiple scales, dynamics, and 3D anatomic relationships. The importance of scales is evident in the scale-crossing chain of genetic and chemical reactions leading to cellular behavior and anatomic structuring that, in turn, feeds back down the scales to influence gene expression; indeed, the emergence of many important properties of living systems needs to take account of interactions that take place across different scales (1) . The importance of dynamics is evident in the time dependency of developmental processes at every scale, and the importance of 3D anatomy is evident in the specific structure of the developing organ and its dependence on interactions with adjacent cells and molecular inducers.
Experimental data, because of the analytical nature of science, rarely, if ever, provide a smooth transition across scales; they are usually limited to snapshots of processes in place of dynamics and furnish only very crude, if any, 3D information. Because scale, dynamics, and 3D anatomy are of the essence in organogenesis, an adequate understanding of the process would be greatly enhanced by tools that would be able to integrate the piecemeal, static, and isolated experimental data into precisely flowing and transscaler 4D models. Moreover, the value of such modeling would be greatly enhanced if it would allow experimentation and hypothesis testing in silico as a guide to biological experimentation and if the modeling interface would provide visual representations intuitively comprehensible to experimentalists. This article reports a step in developing a realistic 4D approach to organogenesis.
Modeling Approach
In the current study, we focused on the development of the pancreas, a compound organ with a unique structure, essential for the exocrine digestion of foodstuffs and for the hormonal regulation of metabolism. We integrated the known mechanisms and processes, including histological images, using reactive animation (2), a previously developed technique that links a reactive executable model with an animated front end to form a visualized, interactive, and dynamic model. Previously, reactive animation was used to model T cell proliferation in the thymus gland and to model development of the lymph node by using a reactive model that was linked to a 2D interactive front end (2-4). For the current work, we extended reactive animation and designed a generic platform that enables interaction among reactive engines, 3D animation, and real-time analysis tools (5).
We formalized pancreatic organogenesis as an autonomous agent system by specifying statecharts (6) for organogenesis of the pancreas. Statecharts define the behavior of objects by using a hierarchy of states-possibly parallel states also-with transitions, events, and conditions. For example, to describe a receptor, we took a simplistic approach defining 2 states, Unbound and Bound, and 2 transitions to connect them. When executed, the active state of the receptor is set to Unbound. As the simulation advances, the active state moves to Bound when the required event is generated.
We defined a cell, the basic building block of an organ, as an entity that senses environmental signals and responds to them. In addition, we modeled the environment that surrounds the pancreas and supplies important inducing signals. To better visualize and manipulate the simulation, we linked the model to a 3D animated front end (in 3DGameStudio game engine) and to a mathematical interface (in Matlab). At run time, the front end visualizes the simulation continuously and provides the means to interact with it. Separately, the mathematical interface provides statistics and graphs of the simulation.
We present here a model that covers the primary stages of pancreatic organogenesis in the mouse. Although it is a partial introduction to a complex subject, the model has already furnished insights. We tested the model by comparing the results against related experimental data and theoretical work. Generally, the simulation captured pancreatic organogenesis and provided a dynamic description of the system. In particular, in silico analysis of the morphogenesis emerging from the simulation revealed a close visual resemblance to histological images of the pancreas. Although we did not have anything like this in mind when we started out, and although the model was not explicitly programmed to do so, the simulation gave rise to an emergent property that corresponds well with the primary transition clusters appearing early in the developing organ in vivo (7) (8) (9) . Furthermore, we compared the simulation with in vivo ablation experiments of tissues in the surrounding environment by reproducing experimental results in silico. The results agreed with the biology by reproducing similar results and provided a dynamic analysis of the experiments.
Pancreatic Organogenesis
In mice, pancreatic organogenesis is initiated at the 8th embryonic day, and is roughly divided into 2 transitions, primary and secondary (10) . During the primary transition, cells at the appropriate regions of the flat gut are specified as pancreatic and form a bud; during the secondary transition, the bud evolves to become a lobulated structure (Fig. 1 Top) (7). The organogenesis process terminates when endocrine cells aggregate to form many sphere-like endocrine tissues, the islets of Langerhans, embedded within the exocrine pancreas. The pancreas develops simultaneously from a ventral site and a dorsal site; during organogenesis the ventral pancreas associates with the significantly larger dorsal pancreas.* Organogenesis depends on simultaneous interactions across different scales: Molecular and morphogenetic mechanisms act in concert to form an organ. The molecular mechanisms involve processes that regulate the differentiation and development of individual cells, whereas the morphogenic mechanisms gather the cells together to form a cauliflower-shaped organ. These processes do not occur independently but decisively affect each other. For example, the spatial location of a cell governs its molecular decisions, and, vice versa, the state of differentiation of a cell influences its spatial location (11, 12) . Furthermore, studies have shown that mice lacking a normal extracellular matrix (ECM) around the developing pancreatic tissue fail to develop the organ. Thus, the ECM plays a crucial role in pancreatic organogenesis by generating signals that trigger intracellular processes, such as gene expression (13, 14) . These intracellular processes govern cell function and cell migration.
An example of such a signaling process is pancreatic specification, which directs endodermal cells toward a pancreatic fate. Specification largely depends on 2 external signals from the notochord, activin␤ and FGF2. These signals inhibit expression of proteins that repress the expression of the pancreatic marker, Pdx1 (15) (16) (17) (18) . Hence, an endodermal cell will not be specified as pancreatic unless it receives both signals from the notochord.
Results
Molecular Model Generates Histology. We tested the simulation by comparing the emerging structure against histological sections of the pancreas at different stages that correspond to the illustration (Fig. 1) . We also compared the results to 2D illustration of pancreatic organogenesis (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, we analyzed the simulation against a 2D histological image of pancreatic morphogenesis at the 10th embryonic day. The image provides a fluorescent cross-section of a pancreatic bud, in which Pdx1-positive cells are stained in green, whereas Pdx1-negative cells are labeled in red. We compared the image against the emerging structure and a cross-section image (Fig. 3 Top) of the simulation, approximately at the same period. The simulation corresponds well with the histology, indicating that the 3D structure emerging from the simulation seems to capture pancreatic morphogenesis in the mouse. We also found visual similarity between the emerging structure and 3D histology of the pancreas (see ref. 19 ). The relevant clips are presented as Movie S1 and *The current model focuses on the dorsal pancreatic development but can be extended to cover the similar process at the ventral tissue. Movie S2 and information is available at http://research. microsoft.com/ϳyakis/organogenesis. The SI Text describes a test control which shows that the resemblance of the emerging in silico structure to the in vivo morphology depends on the specific molecular connection ''rules'' integrated into our model. See also Fig. S1 .
Emergence of Primary Transition Clusters. During the morphogenetic analysis, we noticed that the simulation, although never explicitly programmed to do so, exhibited clusters of pancreatic cells not expressing the key pancreatic gene Pdx1 but embedded deep in the epithelium of the pancreas. These clusters are reminiscent of a group of cells, termed primary transition cells, observed in vivo in the early pancreas. In vivo primary transition cells do not express Pdx1 but express hormones (often both insulin and glucagon). The in silico clusters aggregated at the top of the bud similarly to clusters of primary transition cells in vivo. Preliminary analysis revealed that early endocrine cells, like those in the simulation, do not express the pancreatic marker Pdx1 (7). Further study suggests that primary transition cells do not appear in the mature organ and probably migrate or undergo apoptosis (8, 20) . For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that such cells die later in development and therefore do not appear in the mature organ.
Analyzing the model revealed that the Pdx1-negative pancreatic cells achieved a maximum at approximately day 10, when an average of Ϸ4% of the cells were Pdx1-negative (Fig. 3 Top) . We then calculated the frequency of primary transition cells in vivo by analyzing images of the pancreatic buds stained for Pdx1 and glucagon and taken by using a confocal microscope (Fig. 3 Bottom). Interestingly, the frequency of primary transition cells in these embryos (Ϸ6%) was similar to the observed frequency in the model.
The model suggests that the origin of this population is from cells that never expressed Pdx1 but were, rather, ''trapped'' in the budding epithelium. In vivo lineage-tracing experiments can provide a definitive test of this prediction. The model also shows that these clusters are formed by cells with a common ancestor and thus are a consequence of proliferation rather than aggregation. This prediction remains to be examined experimentally.
It is important to acknowledge that the modeling data do not prove that Pdx1-negative cell clusters are the in silico manifestation of primary transition cells. However, there are intriguing similarities between the 2 populations that beg this conclusion: In vivo and in silico cell populations appear at similar times during embryonic development and later disappear; both populations are Pdx1-negative; and the location of these cells, their overall frequency and their cluster size are also similar between in vivo and in silico populations.
Model Anticipates Experimental Findings. We further tested the model by reproducing ablation experiments in which the organism was engineered to lack certain tissues. To simulate such experiments, we disabled the function of relevant objects in the running simulation. Generally, our results captured the essence of similar in vivo experiments and provided a dynamic molecular and morphogenetic analysis (Fig. 4) . When we disabled the notochord, the notochord-related factors, in particular FGF2 and activin␤, were not secreted to the ECM (i.e., the concentrations of these factors in the grid were below their thresholds). Because these factors regulate pancreatic specification, none of the cells were specified as pancreatic (i.e., the molecular mechanisms of specification were blocked). Interestingly, other morphogenetic processes were partly damaged; cells gathered to form the initial bud, but failed to develop the mature lobulated organ (Fig. 4 Middle) . The results are consistent with similar in vivo experiments in which ablation of the notochord showed a bud that was not specified as pancreatic (15, 16) . The histological 2D section (Fig. 4 Middle Right) shows the pancreatic bud that formed in a mouse lacking the notochord (H&E staining; adapted from ref. 21 ). As in the simulation, a branched bud was formed but was not specified as pancreatic (i.e., cells did not express the pancreatic marker Pdx1).
In a similar experiment, the aorta was disabled and thus the concentrations of the BMP4 and FGF10 factors, which promote budding of pancreatic cells, were below their thresholds (14, 22) . The results in this case showed that cells were specified normally as pancreatic, but failed to form the initial pancreatic bud (Fig.  4 Bottom) . Furthermore, the cell population was reduced in size indicating that proliferation was partly damaged. The results concur with similar in vivo experiments that showed pancreatic cells that did not form a pancreatic bud. The 2D histological section image ( Fig. 4 Bottom Right; adapted from ref. 22 ) displays the endodermal tissue that was specified as pancreatic but failed to form a bud (i.e., it expressed the pancreatic marker Pdx1 but did not form a structure).
Model Discloses Morphogenetic Behavior. As mentioned above, pancreatic organogenesis is largely regulated by factors in the ECM that promote signaling in cells. Two factors, BMP4 and FGF10, promote pancreatic morphogenesis at the primary stages of the organogenesis (23, 24) . BMP4 is the first to be expressed and promotes budding formation, whereas FGF10 is expressed later and promotes (among other things) patterning of the pancreatic bud (25) . The tissues surrounding the pancreas regulate the concentrations of the mesenchymal factors (9, 14, 26) . In our model, we defined areas in the extracellular space that contain different concentrations of these 2 factors. At run time, the concentrations are regulated by various objects, in particular by the aorta object, which also governs the blood vessels.
Theoretically, we may define infinitely many possible distributions of the factors in space, each described by an arrangement and a regulation effect (i.e., the way it promotes the factors in its vicinity) of blood vessels. Accordingly, the pancreatic structure, which emerged earlier, is described by a specific blood vessel layout and effect. In this section, we go beyond the simple ablation experiments discussed above and use the model to study pancreatic morphogenesis more generally by mutating the factors in the environment to extreme cases.
To study the role of the FGF10 and BMP4 factors on pancreatic morphogenesis, we mutated the blood vessels in space. At this stage, we preserved the layout of the arteries and mutated only their effect (i.e., the way they regulate BMP4 and FGF10 concentrations). We programmed the arteries to promote 3 different levels of expression for each factor-low, normal and high. Fig. 5 Top displays snapshots of the simulation at equilibrium under the 9 possibilities. The results show that when the expression level of FGF10 was increased the morphogenesis tended toward a more branched structure. Likewise, when the expression level of BMP4 was increased the morphogenesis tended toward a more lobed structure. The extreme expression levels of the factors revealed an intensified impact of the factors when one was increased and the other was decreased. Decreasing FGF10 expression and increasing BMP4 expression led to a single lobe at the top of the pancreatic bud. Likewise, decreasing FGF10 expression and increasing BMP4 expression led to rather long finger-like structures. Interestingly, decreasing the expression of both factors led to a chaotic behavior of pancreatic cells and a loss of structure; whereas increasing both factors led to a hyperplastic morphogenesis and an enlarged Pdx1-negative population.
In more advanced experiments, we mutated not only the effect of the blood vessels but also its positioning. Accordingly, we changed the layout of the blood vessels to promote different distributions of factors (i.e., FGF10 and BMP4) in the environment. The model revealed shapes that are different in nature from the genuine pancreatic structure. Initially, we defined condensed arteries, which promote a weak uniform expression of FGF10 and a strong concentrated expression of BMP4. Under these environmental conditions, the emerging structure was a massive lobed pancreas, somewhat similar to the shape of the liver (Fig. 5 Bottom Left) . Furthermore, we defined a branched blood vessel layout that promoted a scattered expression of FGF10 and a uniform expression of BMP4. The emerging structure was highly branched, somewhat similar to the shape of the lungs (Fig. 5 Bottom Right). These results appear to describe how 2 independent and concurrent mechanisms generate the lobulated form by promoting behavior in individual cells. Interestingly, the aforementioned foregut organs, namely the liver and the lungs, are exposed to similar factors during their organogenesis (24, 27) . These results suggest that blood vessels could play a role in branching morphogenesis of the embryonic pancreas, a prediction yet to be tested by in vivo experiments.
Discussion
The modeling of early pancreatic organogenesis described here suggests that it is useful to integrate experimental data into a running 4D simulation. 4D modeling can indeed provide a seamless and integrated view of a complex process that we usually analyze through piecemeal experimentation. The integration is illuminating:
Multiscale. Four dimensionality makes visually comprehensible the many scales of interaction that proceed concurrentlygenetic, molecular, intracellular, intercellular, environmental, interorgan, and so forth. Cross-scale. We see how organ structure and environment can determine molecular interactions and, vice versa, how molecular interactions can determine structure and environment. Emergence. Four dimensionality discloses the emergence of new properties as the process unfolds across scales-molecular interactions lead to 3D organ structure. Dynamics. Change with time, the essence of development, is visually perceptible.
It would appear that the 4D modeling is empowering as well as illuminating. Here, we demonstrate that we can carry out experiments in silico, which cannot replace ''wet-lab'' experimentation but can help direct the experimenter toward the more decisive experiment, saving time, resources, and animal manipulations.
Formulating and testing hypotheses, as we show here, are also feasible in 4D simulation. No less important, the very attempt to collect the data needed for a 4D model highlights missing data and directs our attention to key experimental questions that experimenters did not consider or did not believe worthwhile to ask; thus, modeling extends awareness.
During the last few years, increasing interdisciplinary work combines experimental results with theoretical models to explain the morphogenesis of different systems (see, e.g., refs. 28 and 29). Most of this work, unlike the present modeling, ignores multiple concurrent activities and focuses on a single mechanism in the system. The approach we used here integrates the piecemeal, static experimental data into a reactive model that is linked to a 3D animated front end for visualization and to a mathematical interface for analysis. As data accumulate, in particular data related to dynamic and morphogenetic aspects, the model may be further tested, calibrated, and extended.
In the case of pancreatic organogenesis, we started with a version of a ''divide and conquer'' concept, which is guided by decomposing a system into independent modules and reassembling them at run time. Accordingly, we defined 2 main modules, one specified the structural development based on sweeps-tobranched-skeleton algorithms, and the other formalized the molecular interactions in an individual cell (see ref. 30 ).
Although we found that this approach gave rise to some interesting ideas, it could not capture faithfully the process of organogenesis. As we continued to study the process, we advanced to the autonomous agent concept, which does not carry any artificial objects and thus seems more suitable for modeling biology. Accordingly, we defined a cell as an autonomous entity that senses the factors in its near environment and modeled the environment that surrounds the pancreas, which supplies important inducing signals. Pancreatic organogenesis, as it emerged from the model, qualitatively reproduced similar structure as in relevant histology; it starts from a flat sheet of cells and evolves to a lobed structure through budding and branching processes. Furthermore, the model anticipates in vivo observations, gives rise to intriguing ideas about pancreatic morphogenesis, and points to the possibility of analogous processes in morphogenesis in the liver and lungs.
We envision the future development of this work in 2 separate directions. First, coverage of the model must be extended to capture, among other things, the formation of the endocrine islets of Langerhans buried within the exocrine pancreas. We believe that in the long run, the pancreatic model may serve for carrying out in silico experiments that may lead to a better understanding of the pancreas and of pancreas-related diseases, such as diabetes. Second, the model may serve as a starting point for modeling organogenesis in other systems in biology, and it may help in the efforts to design an in silico organ or organism (see, e.g., refs. 1, 31, and 32). To this end, examination of the possibility of using the same approach to model the development of the C. elegans nematode, which is extensively used as a model organism in molecular and developmental biology, remains to be completed.
Methods
Modeling Technique. To specify behavior of objects in the model, we use the language of statecharts (6), as it is implemented in the Rhapsody tool from I-Logix (acquired in 2006 by Telelogic, which, in turn, was recently acquired by IBM). Statecharts define behavior using a hierarchy of states with transitions, events, and conditions. The language can be compiled into executable code by using Rhapsody.
We linked the model to a 3D animated front end (in 3DGameStudio by Conitec Datasystems, Inc.), which visualizes the simulation and provides the means to interact with it. At run time, processes in the simulation are reflected in the front end in different ways, e.g., by color and position changes. Furthermore, the model is linked to a mathematical analysis (using Matlab) that displays various graphs and statistics of the simulation. A prerecorded run of the simulation is available at http://research.microsoft.com/yakis/runs.
The SI for this article contains 2 parts that provide details of the model. The SI Appendix details the biological elements that were included in the model, and the SI Text describes the statechart model of the cell in greater detail as well as the simulation at run time. See also Figs. S2-S13.
Modeling an Autonomous Cell. The behavior of the eukaryotic cell, which is the basic element of the model, is specified by using 3 distinct objects, namely the nucleus, membrane, and cell. The cell includes the specification of the different stages in the life cycle of the eukaryotic cell, and consists of the 2 other objects. The nucleus object specifies gene expression in a discrete fashion, whereas the membrane object specifies the response to external stimulations.
This setup is illustrated in Fig. 6 , which shows the 3 objects and (parts of) their statecharts. The statechart of the cell object contains 2 concurrent components, specifying the proliferation and differentiation processes. The proliferation component defines a state for each stage of the cell cycle, whereas the differentiation component specifies a state for each develop- Modeling an autonomous cell. The 3 objects, cell, nucleus and membrane, accompanied by some of their statechart. mental stage. The nucleus and the membrane objects are located inside the cell to indicate the (strong) composition relation among the 3 objects, i.e., that the nucleus and the membrane cannot exist without the cell containing them. The statechart for the nucleus specifies each gene as an independent component that can be either in an expressed state or an unexpressed state (denoted by Exp. and Unexp. in Fig. 6. ). Fig. 6 shows the components of Sonic hedgehog (Shh), Patched (Ptc), and Pdx1, 3 of the genes involved in pancreatic organogenesis. Similarly, the statechart for the membrane specifies the cell's reactions to possible external stimulations. Two subcomponents within the membrane statechart in Fig. 6 specify the behavior of 2 receptors in the membrane, activin receptor, AcrR, and fibroblast growth factor receptor, FGFR. The receptors can either be in a Bound state or an Unbound state. The third component in the membrane statechart depicts the motion unit that continuously scans over the 6 possible directions to find the optimal move. The states themselves contain behavioral instructions for the cell. For example, in the membrane the state Bound of a receptor defines the specific genes it activates. Similarly, in the nucleus the expressed state contains instructions for genes to activate the expression of other genes. Which genes and which receptors affect which genes were specified according to data collected from the published literature on pancreas development. For example, inactivation of the SHH gene induces the expression of Ptc.
At the front end, the Cell is visualized as a sphere that changes properties to indicate molecular stages. For example, a red sphere denotes a cell in an endoderm state, whereas a green sphere denotes a cell in a pancreas progenitor state (Fig. 6 Top Left). This formalization defines the cell as a 3D animated autonomous entity that senses the environment and behaves accordingly.
Modeling the Extracellular Space. To model the extracellular space surrounding the pancreas, we defined an object representing the ECM, handling a 3D grid that overlays the pancreatic tissue. Accordingly, the space surrounding the organ is divided into 3D grid cubes with a fixed volume. The 3 tissues in the extracellular space-notochord, aorta, and mesenchyme-are defined as objects, and their behavior is specified based on what is recorded in the literature (see, e.g., refs. 7 and 11). These tissues are known to promote early stages of pancreatic development by secreting factors in the ECM. In the model, concentrations of relevant factors are stored in the ECM grid cubes and can be updated by the tissue objects (i.e., the notochord, aorta, and mesenchyme). For example, the notochord secretes several factors in the extracellular space, thus, in our model, the notochord object regulates concentrations of relevant factors in the ECM grid next to its specified location.
Based on the literature (e.g., Fig. 7 Top) we designed an animated front end (Fig. 7 Middle) that visualizes the extracellular space in the model. Specifically, in the front-end, the mesenchyme is represented by a tissue-like space that changes its color when the aorta is present. A long tube, representing the endodermal gut, lies at the center of the ECM. The notochord, when it exists, is represented by a transparent green tube that lies above the gut. The behavior of the gut is outside the scope of the model and serves solely for visualization purposes.
The interaction scheme of the model is illustrated in Fig. 7 Bottom, where an interaction is feasible if a line connects 2 objects. For example, the notochord may interact with the ECM but cannot interact directly with the mesenchyme. To be faithful to the biology, we prevented direct interaction between tissues and cells. Nevertheless, cells indirectly interact with tissues when they sense concentrations of factors in the ECM that were previously produced by a tissue.
